In this paper, we introduce two convergent Monte Carlo algorithms for optimizing complex stochastic systems.
= T(i) -T(i-1) .
It is well known (see SMITH (1955) 
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We will drive our stochastic approximation algorithm with a Monte Carlo version of the right-hand side of (2.11). Let
Suppose that (Yl(h+c), ~l(a+c)) and (y_,(A), gA1) are independent variates generated from the distributions of (Y_(X+c), :(A+c)) and (Y_(A), T(A)), respectively. Set The right-hand side of (4. 
Step 2 with an independent trajectory, obtaining yr;+10 T;+ln DA+1* BI;+1* 4.
Compute nn+l = (2 + 2 tan2en~-'CDn+lT;+1 + DI;+lTn+l -E n+lYt;+l -E' n+lYn+l 3 .
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. a'(e*) = 0 has a unique root e* E A and a is minimized there.
We can now state our stochastic approximation derivative-based algorithm. by (4.6). Also,
